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EuroStaete, Coevorden-Vancouver 

Netherlands 

Germany 

EuroStaete: where to find? 



Born, grown up and an own State 
 

Germany 

What can we do with this sovereign country? 

Coevorden round 1900 

stimple 



Coevorden round 1980 

Germany 



Born, grown up and an own State 
 Coevorden round 2000 



Treaty between: 
 The Netherlands-Germany 

July 1824 border treaty between 

the kingdoms: The Netherlands, 

Great Brittain, Ireland and 

Hanover.  

 

July 1960 the same treaty is used 

for the border between The 

Netherlands and Germany. 

 

 



Map of Coevorden as part of the treaty 
between The Netherlands and Germany 



Situation map of 1832 
There are only single borderstones 

The Netherlands 

The Netherlands 

Germany 



Lays the ditch in Germany? 

In the treaty of 1824 it is writen, that 

the ditch around the camp lays in 

the kingdom Hanover. 

 

In 2005 this ditch should lay in 

Germany.  

 



Heights differences between 
 The Netherlands, EuroStaete and Germany 



Height differences between 
 The Netherlands, EuroStaete and Germany 



International border crossing  
Business Park Europark (1999) 



Properties of the family Beukeveld 
 laying in the Business Park Europark in 1999 



Corrupt mayors of the 
municipality Coevorden 

A mayor of Coevorden starts in 2000 a dispossession 

procedure while at the same time he is director of this 

Business Park Europark. 

 

This procedure severely in conflict with the Ground Law 

of the Netherlands failed. 

 

Then a month later a few corrupt bankers helped this 

mayor. 

 

Five years later an other mayor lets completely disappear 

the whole ditch. 



Corrupt bankers and mayors Mortgage 



Born, grown up, own State 
 

Coevorden, September 2005 



The planned situation in 1999 

143 

144 



Part of the purchase deed 
September 2005 

Neighbouring plots 



Local situation in September 2005 

Surface is 1,80.00 ha with the ditch 

Surface is 1,52.00 ha without the ditch 

EuroStaete is 3000 m2  



EuroStaete 



The actual situation in 
October 2010 

144 

143 

143 



Lies concerning the ditch 

• The ditch does not exist. 

• Half of the ditch is bought from 

the German plot and the other 

part from The Dutchs plot. 

 

• The ditch lays in The Netherlands. 

 

Nobody says that the ditch still lays in 

Germany, because a fraudly German 

notary has not inscribed the ditch 

into the German “Grundbuch”.  
(German land registry book) 



Corrupt bankers, mayors 
 and other ones 

This battle with corrupt bankers and the Dutch government 

has costed our family more than 4 millions of euros. 

 

An other battle with a disco more than 900.000 euros 

 

A third one about the milkprice more than 250.000 euros, 

 

and a recent one concerning a milkquotum more  

than 350.000 euros. 

 

Together about 5,5 millions of euros. 

 

Now we have EuroStaete 

 

  



EuroStaete with two 
 three countries points 



EuroStaete March 2006 

EuroStaete 

Spinney 



Two landmarks with  
the number 144 

The old borderstone 144 



The original borderstone 144 in good 
and bad conditions round 2000 



The unofficial borderstone 144  

EuroStaete 



Demolations in EuroStaete 

Both 

trees still 

standing 



EuroStaete occupied and destroyed 

Both trees are cone 



Destroyed trees from abroad 

Netherlands 

EuroStaete 

Germany 



Destroyed trees, ditch and 
spinneys of EuroStaete 

Netherlands 

EuroStaete 

Germany 



Netherlands 

EuroStaete 

Germany 

Provocations of the municipality Coevorden 



Roads across, a waterpipe through  
and a bilding on EuroStaete 

Coevorden anno 2011 Office 

Sovereign State EuroStaete 



Therefore we peacefully start with an 

International Truth Tribunal EuroStaete. 
 

First they ignore you,  

then they laugh at you,  

then they fight you,  

then you win. 

  Mohandas Gandhi 

 
EuroStaete has won, 

is still rising and, 

 help EuroStaete to become a Gandhi  


